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Summary 

What if you could have the experience of a comic con and an interactive theme park 

year-round, but in a fantastic retail environment? Probably sounds impossible, but it isn't - because 

Epicness Awaits at Hip, Slick & GEEK! We are your one-stop shop in Dallas for epic geek spoils. 

You'll hear people sing songs of distant planets, you'll dance with dragons, talk about flying blue 

boxes over a drink with a scruffy nerfherder, and gear up along with your other avenging, 

crime-fighting comrades. It's right here, and one of our crew can help you find what you're looking 

for! No, we don't have a little of everything, but we DO have a lot of the best! 

 We are advancing to the next level of the geek retail experience. What does that mean? 

Unlike a lot of other retail stores that you might visit, each of our displays and fixtures are lovingly 

designed to transport our guests to the worlds they enjoy and get excited about. Our visitors have a 

love and appreciation for the intellectual properties that are represented, and with specialized 

focus, we give them a mash-up of both the comic con and immersive theme park experiences, right 

in their own backyard year-round. We're distinctive from other stores that you would visit in that 

we're not merely a place to purchase goods, but rather you’ll come to us for the EXPERIENCE! 

 We're joining the retail industry, focusing on the $13 billion geek apparel and collectible 

market*.  As of 2017, there are more once-online retailers turning to brick-and-mortar locations 

opening up around the United States, as well as a burgeoning presence of comic/movie fan 

conventions growing all around the country. According to Mashable, a global media and 

entertainment website, from an article dated May 14, 2016, Raymond Wong stated that “Geek 

culture is now mainstream culture. While comic book stores aren't what they used to be … geek 

culture and all things related, including video games and collectibles, is more popular than ever.” ** 

Hip, Slick & GEEK presents a unique and sophisticated array of apparel, collectibles, and 

other epic merchandise or “spoils” that you won't find in other stores in the North Texas area. With 

the resurgence of walk-in stores in the geek collectibles realm, we know that geeks are distinctive 

and picky in their tastes. Fans are serious about their interests, choosy about the items they add to 

their collections and closets, and we narrow the field for fans to find what they look for in one 

location.  

We are seeking an initial financial outlay of $750,000 to $900,000. The sources of income to 

create this will include investor backing, personal and bank offered funding, and alternative 

methods if necessary to be decided later. This money will go toward the designing and building out 



of the retail space, including all of our custom-designed sections; purchasing the inventory, 

materials, and equipment that we'll need for at least the first three months of operation; funds to 

pay our employees; the legal fees including licensing, permits, trademarks and copyrights; any local 

and state taxes that will be required to be paid; and a small cushion for unforeseen circumstances. 

We will have a system set up through our investor contracts to repay our investors a portion 

annually to the point of full payback within the first three to five years of operation, and our 

projected profits and client penetration will grow each month as the word of our business spreads 

by word of mouth, social media, marketing, and our rewards program.  This will create investor 

confidence as well as responsibly handling the funds we are given. 

The plan outlined here shows the fundamentals that will create our success, and that we are 

prepared to take care of our guests in a responsible and yet fun way, which will ultimately make us 

the EPIC geek store in Dallas. Thank you for your time and attention. 

 

Regards, 

Jason C. McNally – Owner and Operator of Hip, Slick & GEEK 

 

* http://fortune.com/2016/04/14/gamestop-ceo-ransformation-games/ 

** http://mashable.com/2016/05/14/thinkgeek-new-york-city-store/#EfZFsT8mK8qW 
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The Hip, Slick & GEEK Experience  

Geeks want to feel as though they can have a place to be themselves, talk about the things 

that interest them, and be able to purchase the relevant items that will add to their collections. As 

stated in the book Superfandoms: How Our Obsessions Are Changing What We Buy and Who We 

Are***, “Humans have always experienced an urge to connect, with each other and with ourselves. 

It is an instinct buried so deep in our brains that we do it naturally, scanning our surroundings, 

always on alert for bits of culture that might help us become a better 'us' … ” 

To understand fully the majesty of what we’re looking to unveil upon geeks in Dallas, it is 

necessary to understand what a fandom is to begin with. According to an entry in the Oxford 

Dictionary, a fandom is “The fans of a particular person, team, fictional series, etc. regarded 

collectively as a community or subculture.” ****  

Hip, Slick & GEEK is a first-rate experiential retail shop that finds the best and most 

distinctive geek-culture items that the marketplace has to offer, and brings them to one central 

location, where we connect and create value and community with the ever-growing subculture of 

fans, including but not limited to science fiction and fantasy, comic book-inspired materials, 

futuristic ideas, and the cosplay it engenders. Our motto is “Epicness Awaits.” Our primary 

philosophy is “We don't have a little of everything we have a lot of the best.”  

We fulfill our mission by providing a uniquely personal touch to customer service and 

treating our visitors as guests, because most people will treat a guest in their home better than 

they'll treat the average customer. We're paying strict credence to the fandoms and brands 

exhibited in our store through custom-designed displays, focused inventory, and guest associates 

(Custodians) cultured in the minutiae of those fandoms, and we magnify the consumer perception 

through a competitive atmosphere akin to obtaining achievements relevant to gamer skills in the 

virtual world.  

Hip, Slick & GEEK creates a sustainable, welcome retail purveyor of goods, services, and 

practical knowledge second to none in comparison to what is offered locally in the 

brick-and-mortar storefront realm. We're taking the idea of a geek-themed store and infusing an 

indie flair, while activating an experiential retail environment with a home-style feel and answering 

the shopping needs of a variety of fans. The internet has only so much available to fans, and most 

geeks want to be able to see, touch, or try on the collectibles and apparel they seek.  

 



 

Our wares will be marketed toward men and women of the average ages of 25 to 38 who 

are passionate about geek culture (mainly science fiction and fantasy) and the related items from 

different iconic brands we will have represented in our shop. The sections will offer merchandise 

specific to those intellectual properties. Our guests are typically focused on purchasing their 

specialized items from fan/comic book conventions, comic book stores, toy stores, or affiliated 

websites. Although we recognize that from a marketing standpoint, most businesses look at age and 

income metrics to determine to whom they're marketing, with “geek spoils” those demographics 

are becoming increasingly irrelevant because science fiction/fantasy culture, media, and 

entertainment is much more pervasive across demographics these days.  

With the robust combination of unique merchandise and cosplay supplies, as well as our 

cafe and classroom, Hip, Slick & GEEK is poised to be the central location to which people will stop 

in, socialize, purchase fandom-related goods, and partake in the lively community which will 

ultimately develop - not just geeks and nerds, but others who have a passing interest in films like 

Star Wars and shows like Marvel's Agents of SHIELD will join us, connect with other guests, and 

they may just come in for the coffee in the Shiny Catalyzer cafe … but they WILL come in if for no 

other reason than our Custodians are kinder and more welcoming than most retail store employees, 

thus cementing our status in the area.  

Our competitive advantages include a more welcoming and open space for shopping, 

looking around, and socializing with fellow guests.  Some of our competition has retail spaces that 

are cramped, seemingly claustrophobic, and this makes looking at the merchandise on hand 

difficult along with bumping into fellow consumers. Another advantage is with our hand-designed 

custom sections that grab our visitors' attention. Also, with our strategically placed products 

showcased and signage around the store, we’re able to direct our guests (customers) to the areas of 

interest. Our crew will be well-versed in the media and their related merchandise.  

A significant portion of  inventory will be our “off the grid” items which will be nearly 

exclusive to our location. The mainstream items will be available as well, but we take care in 

choosing our unique items. These will be appreciated by our guests so they can be satisfied that the 

stuff they purchase from Hip, Slick & GEEK is unique in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.  

Our media room, which we call the “Dragon's Den,” doubles as a classroom, and is also 

available to rent for birthday parties and club meetings. In this space, we'll be offering classes like 

our soon-to-be-famous “Cosplay U” where professional cosplayers will shape and build upon 



guests' knowledge of basic cosplay techniques and designs. No shop or store currently in the area 

offers classes like this.  

The disadvantages come in where the marketplace is saturated with comic book, toy, and 

video game stores who are increasing the quantity and type of mainstream apparel and collectibles 

available. Many of these businesses have a proven track record in terms of time they have been in 

operation and their loyal customer base. However, their focus is mainly on their narrowed 

expertise and seldom on truly representing their customers' varied interests or personal needs, i.e., 

video game stores that sell geek merchandise still focus more on video game sales. While we won't 

be able to touch on every detail and type of merchandise that many geeks desire, we will specialize 

in the merchandise we offer, our presentation, and unique variety of items on hand for our guests to 

enjoy.  

Last, but by no means least, we'll make a concerted effort to have celebrity guests come and 

visit our store for weekend gatherings filled with photo ops, autographs, and selfies (depending 

upon our celebrity's comfort). This will bring more of a convention-like feel to our store while still 

maintaining our retail identity. We'll also have a brief interview with the celebrity guest for our 

“HipCheck” show on YouTube so our guests can see what THEY think about our lovely store.  

 

 

*** Superfandoms: How Our Obsessions Are Changing What We Buy and Who We Are, by Zoe 

Fraade-Blanar & Aaron M. Glazer, published March 21, 2017 by W.W. Norton Company 

**** https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/fandom 
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Products and Services 

Our products are a variety of apparel, collectibles, and other items that are relevant to 

popular entertainment and the people who are fans of it.  The intellectual properties that we center 

our attention on primarily include Star Wars, Doctor Who, Firefly/Serenity, Game of Thrones, and 

Superheroes (mainly Marvel and DC Comics characters), and a rotating assortment of others. We 

zero in on these as they are the most relevant and popular brands currently embodied through 

available merchandise and marketing. In accordance with the growing demands of geeks and nerds, 

we'll announce that Harry Potter will become a permanent part of Castle GEEK in our third month. 

The reason for this is that the demand is still so high, the fandom so strong, and we'll always need to 

be evolving and having new and exciting things to grab our guests' attention. Likewise, just after 

our fifth month, we'll introduce Star Trek to become an official resident of the Mos Epic Spaceport, 

dividing the space between both fandoms in a 60/40 split having Star Wars as the more dominant 

of the two.  

Store Setup  

The store is divided into sections, like adjoining communities or neighborhoods: 

 

● Slick City - A dangerous metropolitan area filled with citizenry but also with superheroes 

and villains from the Marvel and DC universes. The "Mayor" of the city will be available to 

help with your purchase needs. 

● Castle GEEK - This old castle from a faraway land filled with knights, royalty, wizards, ladies 

and dragons comprises the worlds of Game of Thrones, Lord of the Rings and their related 

"geek spoils." After we're open for three months, Harry Potter will take up permanent 

residence, constituting a major shift in the magical forces in this section. Consult the "Lord 

Commander" for assistance. 

● The “Shiny Catalyzer” Cafe - The shopping hub on the border planet of Newtonia is a place of 

commerce, community, good treats and drinks, and wares of a Browncoat (Firefly/Serenity 

fan) variety. Our "Lord or Lady Proprietor" is available to make your deals. 

● Planet Vortex - Home for the Temporal Royalty, where wonders abound from across time, 

space, and dimensions. This is where visitors will find their Doctor Who and Torchwood 



merchandise along with various other time-travel related brands. The President of Vortex 

has the power to eject you from the planet, so be careful. 

● Mos(t) Epic Spaceport - You will never find a more epic hive of scum and geekery; you must 

be cautious. In this port of call, you'll find the best bounty hunters, pilots, and epictastic 

merch from the Star Wars universe. As we approach our sixth month of operation, Star Trek 

will be docking in the spaceport to take its station for the relevant fans. Leave your droids 

and tribbles outside or the Spaceport Garrison Commander won't be pleased. 

● The Dragon's Den - A space of indeterminate possibilities, where birthday parties, meetups, 

and the classes for Cosplay U are held. Our professors are ready to instruct you in the ways 

of cosplay on weekends. 

● FanGal Alley - A row of finely selected items with the fangirl particularly in mind, including 

an assortment of apparel and collectibles specifically arranged targeting our female 

clientele, appearing once a month. 

● InterGalactic Bank Vault - This secret section in the back of the store is comprised of 

high-quality, specialized and exclusive apparel and collectibles that are set at a higher price 

point due to their exclusivity, and these items are available in limited quantities. This also 

appears once a month. 

 

Each of our displays and sections will have our very own personal touch and vision of how 

we honor each of the fandoms as well as a clear representation to those who are loyal to these 

brands.  

Each section will also have its own cosplay materials display pertinent to the fandoms 

represented there. In this way, it's simple and organized, and guests know where to find their 

particular items without sorting through masses of things. 

The sections are connected by colored “streets" relevant to the section, with appropriate 

street signs, "billboards" and "landmarks" so you know where you're going. Each sign is different 

for the direction of the adjacent section, but all signs IN the section are of the same design and type 

- "Fifth Element" style floating signs in Slick City, older medieval signs in Castle GEEK, and so on. 

The streets are lined with energizing tape that will be activated when it goes dark outside, 

transforming the store into the "Grid" environment in the Tron universe. 

There's also a large table up front with a diorama of the store set up like a miniature city 

surrounded by a functional model train, and the monthly themed merchandise will be on display 



around it - but it's almost like a road map to the store. The miniature version changes every month 

to reflect that month's theme. 

The checkout counter will also be different every month based on the theme, to keep things 

interesting. 

As our popularity and customer base grows, other fandoms will become a part of our 

regular offerings, but the rotating themes will keep everything fresh and interesting in the 

meantime. Additional inventory will rotate throughout our store monthly based on rotating themes 

as follows: 

Hip, Slick & GEEK Monthly Themes 

1. Magical Places (The Wizard of Oz, Once Upon a Time, “Tahiti” from Agents of SHIELD, Lord of 

the Rings, Willy Wonka)  

2. Time Travel Episode 1: “Blast From The Past” (Back to the Future, Bill & Ted's Excellent 

Adventure, The Terminator, Bioshock) 

3. Heist (Sherlock, Guardians of the Galaxy, extra Firefly merchandise) 

4. Galactic Pandemonium (Battlestar Galactica, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, and more) 

5. Amplified (X-Men/Mutants, Power Rangers, Pacific Rim) 

6. Captains (Star Trek, Torchwood, Captain America) 

7.  Lethal (Deadpool, Hitman, Suicide Squad, John Wick) 

8. Ancient (Jurassic Park, Indiana Jones) 

9. Rockets (The Rocketeer, Flash Gordon) 

10. Ice & Fire (mug month) 

11. World Domination (Dalek figures all over the store, GI Joe, Transformers, and more) 

12. Cyberpunk (Tron, The Matrix) 

13. Sorcery (one year anniversary) 

14. Time Travel Episode 2 

15. Undead (The Walking Dead, Spawn, Supernatural) 

16. Japanime (classic anime month) 

17. Retro Heroes & Villains (fandoms popular in the ‘70s and ‘80s) 

18. Impostors Living in High Castles Dreaming of Electric Sheep and Getting a Paycheck While 

Having a Total Recall (based on stories written by Philip K. Dick) 

  



What Guests Can Look Forward To Purchasing? 

● Apparel:  T-shirts, hats, pullovers, pants, dresses, skirts, jerseys, and other clothing 

representative of the particular fandoms that we focus on. The T-shirts will strictly be 

available in our “Monolith”a specially-made tall and long container resembling the 

menacing obelisk  from the film 2001: A Space Odyssey. The additional apparel will be 

available in each of the main sections.  

● Collectibles: Action figures, figurines, statues, props, and related replicas 

● Accessories: Bags, pens, pins, patches, jewelry 

● Housewares: Glasses, plates, kitchen and bathroom stuff, mugs 

● Cosplay: Sewing kits and patterns, zippers, clasps, gloves, masks, items for fabrication, 

worbla/foam, paint, makeup, and miscellaneous materials 

● Entertainment: Books, audio books and stories, Blu-ray discs and DVDs, graphic novels and 

trade paperbacks, and independent comic books that showcase a different independent 

publisher monthly those titles which sell the most will become part of our regular stock 

● Cafe: Tasty pre-packaged treats, soda/drinks, seating and cafe-specific apparel, offered at a 

bar representative of the Firefly universe. It will also be equipped with USB ports for guests 

to charge their mobile devices as well as their PCs, and it will dispense various flavors of 

Pepsi products as well as offering hot coffee and tea courtesy of the “Shiny Catalyzer. 

● In our second year of operation, we seek to create a dedicated Kids Section to include toys, 

educational materials, stuffed animals, and other items for our younger guests to enjoy.  

 

The services we offer are simple yet fun, and we believe they will appeal to most of our 

guests. The “Shiny Catalyzer” Cafe will be a station where guests can purchase moderately-priced 

beverages and small edible treats to enjoy while simultaneously being part of a social space that 

gives visitors a break from the shopping experience. At the same time they will get a chance to 

peruse the merchandise specific to the Firefly universe on hand around the Cafe. 

Our Dragon's Den space is transformable from a meetup area to a birthday party hideaway 

to a classroom and it is available to rent to various groups for special occasions, parties, game 

nights, and so on. It's also the place where we present our “Cosplay U” classes, which enable those 

with little to no experience or knowledge of cosplay to be given hands-on instruction by 

professionals with an abundance of experience.  



Marketing Plan 

Economics 

Dallas, as of 2017, is populated with about 7 million people, with at least 36% of the 

population (rough estimate based on available data) interested in purchasing pop culture items 

such as collectibles, apparel and literature. That translates to a little over 2.5 million residents in the 

Dallas area who are shopping retail outlets regularly for geek-related items.  

Based on geographic location and the relative popularity of the merchandise we'll have in 

our inventory, the initial projection for our market penetration will be approximately 26% to 32% 

of the Dallas market. As our brand image grows along with our customer base, this figure has a 

strong potential to increase annually.  With our initial location, we'll be able to serve the markets of 

North Dallas, Plano, Frisco, and other portions of Collin and Denton Counties.  

With an increasing amount of films, show, and games cropping up on screens across the 

Metroplex, there is an increasing demand for the geek culture items that we'll be offering. Fans of 

these media frequent the local conventions, retail and video game stores, and shop at focused 

websites. We can offer these items at a convenience to the local population.  

Guest Demographics 

The average demographic for our guests (customers) will be most commonly ages 25 to 38, 

although we will have people who are younger and older. Although geeks and nerds are often male, 

there is a burgeoning number of fangirls in the population. More often it's fangirls who delve into 

cosplay, geekery, and social gatherings in and around the area as well as across the country.  The 

majority of our guests will be based in northern Dallas County, Collin County, and a portion of 

Denton County.  

The median income level of our guests will be $25,000 to $60,000 annually.  Most will be 

middle to upper middle class. The education level of our guests will be high school and college 

graduates and those in between.  

Competition 

Our major competitors will include GameStop/ThinkGEEK, Hot Topic/BoxLunch, Disney 

Store, and various comic book shops in the local area.  



Our competition presents a few of the types of items we'll offer; however, across the board 

many of our major competitors (with perhaps the exception of Amazon) will be challenged to 

compete with us due to either location or what we'll be offering for purchase. At first glance, the 

competition seems substantial because they're already established, with their own clientele, and 

they each have their own track records of successful business. Each of them has their own 

reputation; however, they have their own limitations which we as an independent business do not 

have.  

With a bit of indie flair, our unique inventory will be comprised of many products that are 

designed, created, or stitched/built by independent vendors. While many stores like Disney Store, 

Hot Topic, and local comic book and toy stores rely primarily on mainstream products from big 

name vendors, our inventory will be a mixture of the mainstream and independent offerings, with 

independent products comprising up to 25% of our stock. The unique nature of the “indie spoils” 

will create a bold attraction to shoppers, as they will find items that don't compare with anything 

else they can find locally. The price point for such items will also be more than competitive with 

similar items found elsewhere. 

 Also, and more importantly, our guest satisfaction practices will stand out compared to 

many of our competition, especially in terms of client retention and profitability. The better we take 

care of our guests on their first visit, the more we're assured to have them return to us again and 

again, and these relationships are more vital to us as a business than selling product. 

Promotion 

We have already established a robust fanbase on social media that follows us on Facebook, 

Twitter, Instagram, and Tumblr. In the electronic media age we currently exist in, Hip, Slick & GEEK 

will also make use of programs like Five Stars to send targeted emails to our guests for information 

about upcoming specials, events, and new inventory items as well as update our FanStars Rewards 

members of their Rewards points and special offers. The Dallas Observer and Dallas Morning News 

will display ads about our store. On our show on YouTube, the “HipCheck,” we'll talk about the 

latest geek movies or TV episodes, brag about our upcoming specials and promos, and interview a 

local or famous celebrity in later episodes. This clever weekly show will help develop our brand 

into something more noticeable than just a store.  

Most of our advertising will be social media based. Our updates on social media will be 

daily, while our email updates will be every other day, with the exception of special “happenings” at 

the store. Our location will be very noticeable to the public, so there will be a fair amount of traffic 



brought in simply by seeing our sign from the road, which will create its own curiosity. However, 

between the readership of  the Dallas Observer and Dallas Morning News and our use of mass 

media marketing, our main marketing strategy will be covered. The social media marketing will 

without a doubt be the most cost-effective and inexpensive way to promote ourselves without 

having to spend a significant amount of our promotional budget, which will leave us with more 

funds to divert toward our monthly specials and promotions.  

Hip, Slick & GEEK will eventually have a booth at future comic book/science fiction 

conventions in the Dallas area with some merchandise on hand and promotional materials to drive 

traffic to the store. At a future time, we'll expand our convention presence to include larger 

conventions such as DragonCon and bigger conventions like the ones in San Diego, New York, and 

Salt Lake City. Our own website will have a limited amount of licensed merchandise available for 

purchase but will serve as a stronger vehicle for bringing those guests to the store to find a more 

robust selection to be able to purchase and enjoy.  

We have a logo design already configured. We'll be ordering necessary brochures and 

business cards, and we'll also have a rotating graphic and video display on monitors that will be 

positioned around the shop.  

Niche 

The things that make Hip, Slick & GEEK different from other shops: 

1. We're not just a business - we're the next best thing to a geek's second home. That's why we 

don't have customers; we have guests, because you'll treat a guest in your home better than 

most people treat a customer. 

2. Our customer/guest satisfaction is excellent, especially in comparison to the competition. 

Our relationship with our guests is going to be one of the primary driving forces for them to 

return over and over.  

3. Our "Shiny Catalyzer" Cafe makes for a great social space for guests - uniquely available for 

a geek retail store in DFW. Providing an assortment of freshly made treats and tasty 

beverages, this will give our guests a rest stop on their shopping adventure, as well as giving 

local “Browncoats” the chance to grab the latest Firefly merchandise to add to their cargo. 

4. We’re paying unique attention to cosplay - Our Cosplay U(niversity) and related cosplay 

inventory will stand alone as something special offered that no other geek retail shop in 

North Texas has available to its customers. There's a lack of substantial cosplay support and 



gear in DFW. We have the materials and we’ll have experts giving hands-on instruction on 

how to create a style unique to each future cosplayer. 

5. As a store that only sells new comic books from independent publishers, we aren't directly 

competing with other comic book stores for their clientele. The different publishers will 

each be showcased month by month, with the best-selling titles becoming part of our 

regularly offered inventory, giving local readers an opportunity to sample creative works 

rarely available in DFW. 

6. With a constant rotation of monthly themes and inventory related to them, we’re able to 

offer our guests something new every month, which brings a renewed feeling of excitement 

and vigor for our guests, and we’ll have events related to those themes.  

7. Our first location has custom-tailored sections dedicated to particular fandoms that appear 

as though you've stepped into those worlds. These will be our static, non-rotational sections 

with consistent inventory.  

8. Hip, Slick & GEEK carries items that you won't find just anywhere, and many will be 

exclusive to our store, including both licensed and unlicensed wares.  

9. Our Custodians (guest associates) LOVE this stuff as much if not more than our guests, and 

they'll have a similar intimate knowledge of the fandoms as well. 

10. We're the only store like this in all of North Texas! 

 

 

  



Operations Plan 

Merchandise Sales 

Product Pricing 

Many of our products will be purchased through a select few mainstream distributors and 

the remainder will be from various private companies or individual sellers. In the process of setting 

up these accounts, we'll be able to take advantage of wholesale pricing for much of our stock. Our 

own pricing structures will vary depending upon the product in question, but to the degree of being 

level across the board, our average markup will be 26% to 40% over the cost, plus or minus 3% 

accounting for shipping costs, restocking fees, and allowances for possible profit loss. The products 

served in the Cafe will be served at a set store price not based off cost plus percentage. 

Return/Credit Policy 

For details on Hip, Slick & GEEK’s store return and credit policy, please see Appendix A. 

Customer Rewards 

We'll begin operations with two different options for our customers’/guests’ repeat visits 

and rewards. 

The first option is for our guests to sign up to be on our email distribution list, which will 

give them a heads-up on future events, the latest information on month-by-month specials and 

promotional events, and a chance to be entered into a random drawing to win a prize like one of our 

latest T-shirt offerings, for example.  

The other option will be our “Fanstars” Rewards program, designed with the help of Five 

Stars Rewards (TM),  which will give our guests discounts on certain items, advance information on 

upcoming specials, invitations to a private shopping open house where they can be the first to 

purchase specials we haven't released to the public yet, and rewards points that can be put toward 

future shopping. A component of this program will include the use of “Leaderboards” and 

“Achievements,” whereby our guests will be engaged competitively in their shopping efforts as well 

as gaining bonuses which can be applied to their reward points. Each of these programs will add up 

to bonuses our clientele will be able to put toward future purchases of products and services.  



Distribution Channels 

A limited offering of our available inventory will be on our future e-commerce site, whose 

primary purpose is to drive guests to visit the store in person. We'll also offer exclusive advance 

purchasing to FanStars members (our rewards program) who can take advantage of the latest 

products we offer before the general public is aware of them. This is accomplished by internet 

pre-orders of certain items prior to their release. However, as it is our purpose to bring fans 

together, the main thrust of our inventory will be present in and solely available at our physical 

location in the Dallas area.  

 

Services and space rentals 

Cosplay U 

For those who are new to the realm of cosplay, Hip, Slick & GEEK will offer dedicated classes 

designed to give hands-on instruction in themed designs and various methods of cosplay. These 

classes will be taught by professional cosplayers, for a contracted fee, thus giving the advantage to 

the students for the knowledge and experience of the professionals teaching the classes.  

For individual class fees, student discount vouchers, class bundles, class schedules, 

instructor fees and student conduct guidelines, please see Appendix B. 

The Dragon's Den 

In the Dragon's Den, we'll host birthday parties for all ages. The space will also be available 

to rent for meetup groups, game nights, corporate gatherings, and other structured groupings of 

people for a modest fee. This allows the space to be used by anyone who wants to take advantage of 

a place for these events, and it gives them an opportunity to also shop in the store while attending 

their events. For more details on rental rates and guidelines, please see Appendix C. 

 

 

  



Location 

● Physical requirements: 5,000 to 8,000 square feet (minimum for initial location) with 

adequate electrical and water connections. For our future locations, we'll want to have a 

minimum of 9,000 to 14,000 square feet to accommodate extra inventory as well as other 

proposed amenities such as a dedicated Kids’ Section. 

● Type of building: A retail space unit with accessible doors, ample parking, and a connection 

to other stores in the shopping center.  

● Zoning: Retail  

● Power and other utilities: Electrical, water, and internet access.  

● Access: Handicapped parking and access. Fire, police, and hospital within 2 to 5 miles of the 

store. There's ample access for loading shipments of supplies and inventory in the back of 

the store space. Our front door has sufficient space for people to enter and exit. We need to 

be visible to oncoming traffic, near major roadways, and within sight of other businesses. 

There will be an internal build-out of the space to meet our requirements.  

● Business hours: Tuesday through Thursday 11am-8pm, Friday and Saturday 11am-9pm, 

Sunday  11am-6pm. We'll be closed on Mondays, mostly for inventory restocking, cleaning, 

and preparing our promotional displays and merchandise. Holidays will be subject to 

different hours based on season and demand.  

 

  



Inventory Required 

● Apparel  

● Collectibles 

● Oven and shrink wrap for pre-packaged food 

● Packaged soda syrup for the cafe machines from Pepsi 

● Coffee pods or grounds for our coffee machine 

● Materials for cosplay 

● Displays and fixtures to be modified and changed as needed 

● Security system and in-store video monitoring 

● Monitors around store with rotating graphics and video clips 

● Model train and track 

● iPad-based Point-of-sale systems through Square 

● Speakers and dedicated computer to run live streaming music playlists courtesy of Spotify 

Business 

● Dollies and carts for moving inventory around the shop 

● Ladders and hook tools for hanging items at higher vantage points such as apparel 

● Lighting in various forms for both mood and function  

● Business cards, promotional fliers 

● Company vehicle to transport goods or personnel (something inexpensive/used) 

● Company phone system (landline or mobile) 

● Internet provider and necessary hardware 

● Custom lanyards for Custodians 

 

Initial inventory investment: Approximately $250,000-400,000 

We'll have more inventory in hand for Christmas, the beginning of summer, and for our 

varied monthly themed promotions. 

We'll have to order at least three weeks in advance for our specialized items. The rest of our 

stock should take less than a week to arrive following order. 

  



Suppliers 

Licensed Vendors 

Bioworld - 2111 W Walnut Hill Lane, Irving, TX 75038 USA 

Gentle Giant, Ltd. - 7511 N San Fernando Blvd, Burbank CA 91505 USA 

Quantum Mechanix (Qmx) - 9660 Topanga Canyon Blvd, Chatsworth, CA 91311 

Funko LLC - 2802 Wetmore Avenue, Everett, WA 98201 

Loungefly (now part of Funko) - 20310 Plummer Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311 

Titan Merchandise - 144 Southwark Street, London UK SE1 0UP 

Hasbro Inc. - 1027 Newport Avenue, Pawtucket, RI 02862  

Sideshow Collectibles - 2630 Conejo Spectrum Street, Thousand Oaks, CA 91320 

Vandor, LLC - 165 South Main Street, Salt Lake City, UT 84111 

Musterbrand - Holstenwall 7, 20355 Hamburg, Germany 

We Love Fine - 2010 East 15th Street, Los Angeles, CA 90021 

BBC Shop - 1120 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036 

Unlicensed Vendors (connected through Etsy.com) 

Trending Shirts The Colorful Geek Geeks & Dragons 

DC Visual Arts Seams Geeky WayCool Shirts 

Vinylsaurus Rex Handmade Fashion The Wall Sticker Comp 

Bad Kitten Tees Geek Easy Black Coffee and Tees 

Jordandene My Geek Chic Hellraiser Designs 

Cake Shop Couture Comic Sandwiches Tucker Reese 

Collector Craft VG Oh So Geeky The Patent Office 

Cinema Arts Mugs and More Gifts Geek Nest 

The Jewelry Girls Place TYGP Mr Geeks Boutique 

Bowler Labs Retro Dynamite LLC Purple Cactus Design 

Stationjack MetaCortex Shirts TV Merch 

Photo Ceramics Swanky Press This Shop Really Rocks (UK) 

Laceybabe Unicorn Empire Prints Ink One 



Reign Designs USA Attitude Me Beckadoodles 

Herofied Media Graffiti Studios Metallic Graphic 

Geek House Creations Knerd Kraft WTF Fun Soap 

Nerdtropolis Mt Coffinz Jedi Tenkin 

Liquid Tek 2029 Johnson Arms Props Good Golly Mister Shop 

J2Artist Past Tense Posters Nexus Glass 

Sagan Digital Art (UK) Washosaurus Ctrl Alt Geek 

Silverblatt Design Darkstar Labs Bubbleandgeek 

HL Store Peper Industries Art of Logan Pack 

Geeky Unicorn Tavern Masqued Minis Brother Foster 

LAH Fabrics    

Unlicensed Vendors (local Dallas businesses) 

Scott Wheelis 

Moku Shop 

My Scrap Quilts  

Keene FX 

Store Suppliers 

● Pepsi Co 700 Anderson Hill Road, Purchase, NY 10577  

● An independent coffee roaster company (preferably local) to be determined following 

considerable research and interviewing 

● The pre-packaged treats will be baked and wrapped in-house while maintaining food safety 

standards set by the state of Texas and the FDA. 

 

  



Legal Environment 

Licensing will not be required as of yet as we're not creating or building any products for 

sale; however, we will be offering both licensed and non-licensed inventory. In Year 2, we will be 

applying for licensing with Lucasfilm/Disney, the British Broadcasting Corporation, Marvel 

Entertainment, and Funko LLC to sell apparel, collectibles, and accessories under the label of 

Dragon's Embers which will be our own copyrighted in-house brand. The Dragon's Embers brand 

will be merchandise exclusive to Hip, Slick & GEEK including all of its locations. It is our intention to 

convert a significant portion of our indie vendors into contracted vendors, creating exclusives 

under this brand and eventually phasing out a portion of our non-licensed inventory. 

We're applying for a food service permit to serve our pre-packaged treats and drinks in our 

Cafe for our location in Dallas and future locations. For our proposed future location in Fort Worth, 

we'll require additional permits to operate a restaurant/bar space in lieu of a major storefront, with 

the retail portion being secondary but still integral. Future developed locations will be considered 

for outside of Texas and possibly the United States. 

All internal build-outs will be subject to inspection by a certified building inspector, as well 

as local plumbing and electrical inspectors.  

Our store insurance policy will be negotiated with Reed Insurance Agency, 5212 Tennyson 

Parkway #200, Plano, TX 75024. 

Trademarks for logo and business name pending. Copyright of business name pending. 

 

  



Personnel 

Our initial staff will number from 4 to 9 Custodians, all part-time except for myself. We'll be 

advertising for openings on college campuses as well as posting on social media. We'll interview as 

many as 40 to 50 people initially, and while hiring a select few to begin our operation, we'll carry a 

list of people to contact in case of rapid turnover.  

Our initial pay will start at $10 per hour. Keyholder starting pay is $12 per hour. No bonuses 

as of yet for class registration fees. 

Our training system will be a hands-on approach where we'll walk each of our staff through 

the different sections of our store. All staff will be cross-trained to operate any of the different 

sections, with the exception of the Cafe which will have only 1 or 2 specialized staff. We will have a 

physical training manual which will be accessible at any time, and each staff member will have a 

copy of their own to refer to. All staff including future management or keyholders will be required 

to complete training prior to beginning their employment with Hip, Slick & GEEK. 

The responsibilities of closing and doing the books are limited to the owner (Jason McNally), 

store manager, and our weekend keyholder (as yet unnamed). 

Custodians 

Our store Custodians (customer associates) will be available to help you navigate the world 

you're interested in and guide you in finding the merchandise you desire. This also creates an 

organization in the store so everyone has some idea where they're going, and it adds to the "theme 

park" feel creating additional fun for guests. Particular custodians will be placed in charge of each 

section for the day, with the exception of the Dragon’s Den.  

Guests will be greeted as soon as they enter the store. A custodian will be assigned to follow 

up twice more within 8-minute intervals to see if the guest needs anything, including assistance in 

their purchase. As part of the interactive process, we’ll have daily polls on different topics like their 

favorite Doctor from Doctor Who or the worst Star Wars character. This gets our guests involved, 

gives them something to talk about, and they’ll feel like their input is valuable, which reduces 

pressure on them to feel like they need to buy something. 

For more details on Custodian duties and expectations, including dress code, treatment of 

guests, store cleanliness, personal grooming, personal behavior, basic duties and disciplinary 

action, please see Appendix D. 



Keyholders will be responsiblie for Custodian duties plus handling management tasks such 

as opening and closing the store, reconciling the daily intake, and configuring the schedule as 

necessary.  

 

  



Expansion 

As we approach our second year of operation, we'll be looking into locations for future 

stores. Each of our future stores will be different from the other so as to offer their own variety of 

fandoms they carry, services they offer, and some of the functions of the store itself. We're 

envisioning our second location in either the Frisco, McKinney, or Downtown Dallas areas, 

depending upon partnership viability, location costs, and available market. Possible fandoms for 

consideration for this location may include Star Trek, Jurassic Park/World, Harry Potter, 

Supernatural, and Gaming (any of the popular video games and related merch). While the cafe is 

one of the mainstays of the first store, the second location will not have a cafe. However, as part of 

the brand we're creating for ourselves, we'll be known for the apparel, collectibles, and cosplay 

items we offer along with the different geek-centered classes created for our guests.  

Our third location is likely to be located in the Tarrant County area. Considering the 

possibilities of either a Fort Worth or Arlington location will be determined again as previously 

stated, however with this location we're looking to go a different direction. In concert with either a 

local chef/restaurateur or with the Alamo Drafthouse cinema chain, we'll be looking to partner to 

create a combination of either a retail store with restaurant or with a movie theater. This will foster 

our ability to enter the Tarrant County market while also appealing to the local culture. 

Expansion outside of the DFW area leaves us with many considerations. As yet, nothing has 

been set in place in terms of future market research. Locations being considered for expanding our 

brand outside of the DFW area: Round Rock (Texas), Raleigh (North Carolina), Seattle (Washington 

State). We’re also looking at a small European expansion with locations in London and Belfast in the 

United Kingdom. 

Included in these expansions will be the growth of our Dragon's Embers brand as well as 

introducing exclusive merchandise that we will contract from Funko, Hasbro, and other 

manufacturers that will only be available through Hip, Slick & GEEK.  

 

  



Raising Capital 

For Bankers 

● Requested Amount of loan: $800,000 

● How the funds will be used: Build-out, inventory purchasing, hiring initial staff, licensing, 

trademarks, and food service certification for the Cafe.  

● What this will accomplish? How will it make the business stronger? This is what will set our 

initial foundation for the business.  

● Requested repayment terms: 6 years with regular quarterly reports shown to the bank.  

● Collateral offered, and liens against collateral: All inventory and materials.  

For Investors 

Investors have a different perspective. They are looking for dramatic growth, and they expect to 

share in the rewards: 

● Funds needed short-term: $750,000 (minimum) 

● Funds needed in two to five years: $1,200,000 minimum in relation to profitability 

● How the company will use the funds, and what this will accomplish for growth: The funds 

will be utilized for the internal building of the space - displays, walls, fixtures, office, cashier 

area, shelving, as well as all of the little odds and ends for hanging and showing inventory. 

The funds will also purchase our initial inventory and give us the required finances to pay 

our minimal initial staff. We'll be purchasing at least $275,000 of initial inventory for the 

store. Plus we're going to be designing and planning the cafe and media room spaces for 

usage.  

● Estimated return on investment: In order to effectively satisfy our investors’ interests and 

dependent upon the initial investment, the estimated return on investment will be between 

12% and 16%  based on sales profits excluding additional interest payments as business 

improves. 

● Exit strategy for investors (buyback, sale, or IPO): Buyback cumulative to the first 3.5-4 

years of being in business.  

● Percent of ownership given up to investors: 15% to 30%, depending upon buy-in amount 

● Milestones or conditions that will be acceptable: 

○ Month 3: Hire Keyholder 



○ Month 6: First $1,000 profit. First of our celebrity guests will have visited the store. 

○ Month 9: 10,000 guests, 60% profit above overhead. Hire additional staff member.  

○ Month 10: Secure licensing for inventory to be included in our Dragon's Embers 

in-house brand. 

○ Month 12: Scout for first expansion location. 20,000 guests. 75% profit above 

overhead. 

○ Month 15: Deposit on first expansion location. First $10,000 profit.  Launch Dragon's 

Embers brand products in our store and on our website.  

○ Month 18: First expansion ready to open. 40,000 guests. 100% profit above 

overhead. 

○ Month 24: First expansion location successfully operating for 6 months. Second 

expansion planning and scouting begins. 

○ Month 30: Second expansion location officially opens, based on profitability of 

previous locations. 

○ Financial reporting to be provided: Quarterly 

○ Involvement of investors on the board or in management: 30% until 36 months, 

total buyout of investment by beginning of 4th year.  

 

  



Appendix A: Store return and credit policy 

1. Merchandise returns: Guests must have the receipt and Custodians must confirm that the 

item(s) purchased are defective. Failure to meet these guidelines means that we can only 

give store credit for the purchase price of the items. 

2. Store credit is only valid for 90 business days after the return visit. Guests will be given a 

card which reflects this. They must have this card upon returning to claim the credit. If they 

return after the 90-day mark, the credit will be void. 

3. We cannot take returns from guests who spent the money and really couldn't afford the 

purchase to begin with. We're not responsible for their financial decisions. 

4. No refunds on drinks or treats from the “Shiny Catalyzer.” Store credit only. 

 

 

  



Appendix B: Cosplay U information 

Class fees 

The individual class fee is $125, which includes a full hands-on two-hour instruction, 

materials required (which the students will get to keep and take home with them), and they'll get 

the bonus of a 15% discount voucher to be used only on cosplay-related items in the store that will 

be good for 30 business days after the class they attended.  

Student discount vouchers 

The student discount voucher will only be available to those guests who complete the entire 

class session. If they need to leave due to illness or emergency, the guest/student will receive a 

one-time voucher to retake the class at no cost, but they won't receive the discount until the class is 

completed. The rain-check voucher will only be valid for 30 days after issue.  

Class bundles 

Classes can also be purchased in bundles. A three-class package will cost $350, resulting in a 

$25 discount. A six-class package will cost $700, which gives a greatly wanted break for the student 

who wants to get as much instruction as possible without breaking their pocketbook. At the time of 

purchase, students will need to specify which classes they'll be attending for scheduling purposes. 

Class schedules 

Classes will be held every weekend, with three classes on Saturdays to begin with, and we'll 

add two classes to Sundays as demand warrants.  

Instructor fees 

Instructors will get a flat $30-per class they teach, and if they teach all weekend, they'll 

receive a 20% discount on cosplay-related items valid for 45 days after the last class they teach. 

This voucher card will only be valid for one-time use.  



Student conduct guidelines 

If a student is disruptive or interfering with the instruction process, they will be 

immediately ejected from the class without a refund. No mobile devices will be allowed during the 

class to prevent unauthorized usage, disruption, or possible redistribution of information given 

during the class. This protects the instructors, students, and Hip, Slick & GEEK.  

 

 

  



Appendix C: The Dragon’s Den Rental Rates and Guidelines 

Space must be reserved in advance, and if the date conflicts with a proposed class, the class 

will be rescheduled for another day. It's requested that parties be done during the 

weekdays/weeknights. Deposit for renting the space is a minimum $100, which must be paid in 

advance. If your event is canceled or rescheduled, the deposit will be returned minus a $25 service 

charge. Failure to show or communicate cancellation immediately forfeits the deposit.  

For birthday parties, total cost of the party will depend upon age bracket and number of 

people attending the party. For people ages 5 to 17, a discount coupon will be given valid until 45 

business days after the birthday. Coupon percentages vary based on age - for example, if Miranda is 

turning 9, she's eligible for a 9% discount coupon. 

  



Appendix D: Custodian duties and expectations 

Job description 

Interacts with guests in order to promote positive shopping experiences. Custodians must 

demonstrate exceptional time management and organization skills. Duties generally include 

greeting and acknowledging customers (Guests) upon entering the store, providing fast and 

friendly service, and maintaining appropriate levels of merchandise. Other responsibilities include 

maintaining store cleanliness, adhering to company loss prevention procedures, and utilizing 

suggestive selling techniques. Custodians must show scheduling flexibility, as employees work 

mainly part-time shifts. The position does come with several mental and physical requirements. 

Some job requirements include basic mathematical skills, organizational and alphabetizing skills, 

and the ability to lift and handle merchandise of varying weight. Job seekers interested in a 

Custodian position start work at 18 years old. Hip, Slick & GEEK does not shy away from entry-level 

job applicants; however, we do prefer workers with past retail experience. Custodians must have a 

competent level of sci-fi and fantasy knowledge and willingness to learn and be helpful to any 

guests.  

Dress code 

Custodians must be dressed with ONLY the shirts we sell. They will each be provided with 

three shirts they can choose from. Additional shirts may be purchased at employee discount. No 

shirts we don't sell will be allowed. 

Treatment of guests 

Guests will be treated kindly and respectfully at all times. Should a guest have a concern a 

Custodian can't handle, management will become involved immediately before it escalates. Hostile 

guests will be handled by management. Should a hostile guest be unable or unwilling to 

compromise on a solution, they'll be requested to return at a later time. 

Store cleanliness 

The store space must be clean at all times, this includes all counter spaces, fixtures, displays, 

and floor areas. All surfaces must be sanitary. 



Personal grooming 

Custodians must have their hair neat, facial hair groomed clean for men, and they must 

make sure to keep any body piercings minimally noticeable. Tattoos on the head will not be 

acceptable. 

Personal behavior 

No matter what is going on in the store, Custodians must do their best to be kind, courteous, 

and welcoming to guests in the store. Custodians will treat guests like they're an honorable visitor 

in their own home, because as part of the HS&G crew, this IS your home. 

Basic duties 

Each Custodian will be accountable for the cleaning, restocking, and guest assistance 

necessary in their assigned section. Custodians should be available to handle any guest question or 

request at any time, responding in a welcoming and courteous fashion.  

Disciplinary action 

First violation of policy is a standard write-up/written warning. Second violation is one day 

suspension. Third is termination of employment. 

 


